
Optoma Offers Performance and Style with Latest Multimedia Data Projector 
The TX773 Features Elegant Style, Powerful Performance and Amazing Image Quality 

Las Vegas (January 8, 2007) – Optoma, one of the leading manufacturers of digital projection and display devices, today introduced the stylish new TX773 multimedia data projector. 
This lightweight projector with built-in audio, a high brightness level and sharp contrast represents a significant upgrade to the multimedia data projector category. 

The Optoma TX773 features include: 3500 lumens, 2200:1 contrast ratio, extensive connectivity and an Express on/off function that powers the projector on and off in mere seconds. 
Along with brilliant light output and image quality, the TX773 also encompasses an elegant look that will integrate easily into a variety of environments and settings. 

A native XGA (1024 x 768) projector, the TX773 features a DLP® chipset by Texas Instruments, as well as IR sensors for greater coverage and reception from the remote control. A 
projector ID code allows the TX773 to be identified and controlled from an RS-232 integrated environment. 

The Optoma TX773 delivers a definitive and sophisticated projection solution. Weighing in at 6.5 pounds, the projector also comes with a built-in 3-watt speaker and a number of 
connectivity options from DVI-D w/HDCP to Composite Video and four Audio-in connectors. The TX773 provides the functionality and flexibility for demanding multimedia and video-
related projects.  

 
Specifications: 

Display Technology Single 0.7" DLP® Chipset 

Brightness (Typical) 3500 Lumens 

Contrast Ratio 2200:1 (Full On/Full Off) 

Native Resolution XGA (1024 x 768)  

Max. Resolution PC: SXGA+ (1400 x 1050)  

Video Compatibility NTSC, PAL, SECAM, HDTV (720p, 1080i/p), EDTV (576i/p) 

Aspect Ratio 4:3 native, 5:4 and 16:9 compatible 

I/O Connectors DVI-D w/HDCP, Composite Video, VGA-In, S-Video, USB, Audio-In, Audio-Out, VGA-Out, RS-232 

Weight 6.5 lbs 

The Optoma TX773 projector will be available in January 2007 for an estimated street price of $2,499 through authorized Optoma dealers. 

 


